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Although it is central to policy assessment, the impact of governance instruments is notoriously difficult to identify. If we define impact as attributable change, identifying it poses the two challenges of measuring change and causally attributing it to the governance instrument in question. Measuring change requires an ex ante decision about the ways in which intended and unintended effects of a governance instrument could possibly manifest themselves. Causally attributing change requires either an assessment of all competing influences that could contribute to the observed change or the identification of causal mechanisms producing change out of a set of initial conditions that include those provided by the governance instrument. The former strategy lies at the heart of quantitative methods based on surveys, bibliometrics, or econometrics. The latter strategy requires qualitative methods that enable process tracing (e.g. George and Bennett 2005), i.e. establishing the processes that lead from policy instruments to the observed change. The fundamental trade-off between the two approaches is one between scope and depth. Quantitative approaches can cover the scope of a governance instrument but must black-box the processes linking conditions and effects, which makes attribution highly problematic. Qualitative approaches can identify the processes that create change and causally link them to conditions including the governance instrument in question but provide only contingent generalisations in the form of theoretical descriptions of situations where the mechanisms should operate. 
The EURECIA project employs predominantly qualitative methods in its attempt to develop methods for the assessment of the two ERC funding schemes. Developing methods for measuring and attributing change depends on an understanding of the causal processes linking the funding schemes to changes in the content of research, in the careers of researchers, in the behaviour of research organisations and funding agencies, and in the European research landscape. At each of these levels, change can be observed and causally linked to the ERC funding schemes. In order to achieve causal attribution, we differentiate between the opportunities constructed and the incentives provided by the funding schemes, and the ways in which actors respond to these opportunities and incentives. This will be illustrated at selected levels at which change is to be identified and attributed.
Research: Changes in the grantees’ research are identified by bibliometrically reconstructing their research trails (Chubin and Connolly 1982) and identifying the end of old and the emergence of new lines of research. The necessary conditions for such changes (in terms of research time, manpower, resources, and reputation) are identified and linked to the opportunities provided by the grant. Control groups of applicants whose research was considered to be of equal quality but could not be funded because of scarcity of money as well as non-applicants at similar career stages helped identifying the contribution of ERC grants to changes in research content. It turned out that while not all grantees needed the specific opportunities provided by the grants, many of them did and would not have had access to another source of funding that provided the same opportunities. 
Careers: The ERC grants provide two opportunities, namely organisational mobility (grantees can freely chose a host organisation in the EU where they conduct their research) and improving their career situation at their current research organisation. The use of these opportunities can easily be identified in interviews and causally attributed to the ERC grants because the latter are explicitly used as bargaining chips.
Research organisations: Owing to their high prestige, ERC grants create the opportunity for research organisations to represent themselves as excellent. This creates an incentive to create (by internal support) or to attract grantees. While the attraction of grantees can be easily identified and attributed due to its explicit nature, the attraction of talent in general and internal ‘creation’ of grantees poses serious problems for two reasons. First, data collection is difficult because managers are quite aware of the fact that strategic action is expected of research organisations and are therefore likely to systematically overemphasize the response to ERC grants. Second, the response to ERC grants may not be different from that to grant funding in general. This is why verification of reported strategic behaviour at several levels of research organisation is crucial, as is cross-validisation with researcher interviews.
Funding agencies: The ERC grants provide the opportunity for funding agencies to adapt their funding portfolios. This can happen in various ways (e.g. mimetics, unilateral negative coordination, complementary support). Similar to research organisations, some of the possible responses (or non-responses) may be difficult to verify because interviewees may rationalise change at their funding agency as strategic responses to the ERC. 
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